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How to keep our mind and bodies 
healthy
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Supporting Healthy Eating

I made a healthy 
smoothie.  I 

chopped fruit.
Nikolas Y5 pupil



Big sister activities 

•

Big sister is a company that lets girls exercise for free  
months. You have classes and you can go dance classes 
and you can go gym at 11+. Pls go and sigh up until it 
runs out!

Mon: Swimming
Tue: Swimming
Wens: Swimming
Thurs: Dance class at 4pm
Friday: Gym and swimming
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Events and Activities
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You can do lots of fun stuff 
like: Gymnastics, cricket, 
football, rounders all of stuff 
and clubs like: summer school, 
science club, cooking club and 
a lot of other fun stuff coming 
after this half term. 



Collecting Pupil Voice

We explained 
ways to be active

Martina Y6

I tried to think of ways 
to be active at home. 
Jessica Y6



Using our science curriculum purposefully.
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Publications to support parents



Sports leaders
As a Sport Leader you have to take responsibility for our school`s equipment and create games 

for our school pupils. When we have meeting , on Thursday at 12:25, we plan for next week’s 
games and  choose who wins the physical activity prize for Friday’s Assembly.  



Brain breaks
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In our school we have been 
participating  in a lot of activities to 
give our brains brain breaks, for 
example doing rainbow yoga or a 
dance.



Active Travel
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When you travel to school by scooter or a 

bike,  your blood pumps around your body 

and it gets you ready for school.  Also 

doing more exercise helps you concentrate.



Live and Learn sports
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Community Sports
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Summer school
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Summer School 2022

July/Júl
21/7 and 22/7
27/7 and 28/7

August
3/08 and 4/8
10/8 and 11/8
17/8 and 18/8
24/8 and 25/8



summary
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